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Runtime:43 min2015 -    2018 (Ended)
Genres:Police, Dramedy
Network:Channel 4
No Offence is an British police series which is aired on Channel 4. The series premiered on May 5, 2015.
 
 No Offence follows a group of policemen on the front line wondering what they did to end up where they are on the ugly side of Manchester Keeping these streets clean is a Herculean task, enough to demoralize even the keenest rookie. But there's a reason these cops are in this force. As the never ending rabble off the local estates pours in, Inspector Vivienne Deering, the station's sharp, funny (peculiar) and hard-as-they-come boss, and her team led by DC Dinah Kowalski (smart but impetuous, stuck in the middle, SINGLE MOTHER in her 30s) and DC Joy Freers (buttoned up so tight she might pop. But nobody's mug), show they have what it takes to crack crime and to expose the addled, the skanky, the pimps, the petty and the really proper nasty bastards for the sewer rats they are. Channel 4 describes the show as: "Raucous, riotous and razor sharp", adding "No Offence is a new and completely original take on the world of the police procedural and is set to shock, move and invite audiences to laugh themselves silly by turns."
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Actors
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DI Vivienne Deering
Joanna Scanlan
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DC Dinah Kowalska
Elaine Cassidy
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DS Joy Freers
Alexandra Roach
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DC Spike Tanner
Will Mellor
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PC Tegan Thompson
Saira Choudhry
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DSI Darren McLaren
Colin Salmon
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series No Offence.
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DCI Banks
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TV Guide
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